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Abstract—Modeling layout is an important first step for graphic design. Recently, methods for generating graphic layouts have
progressed, particularly with Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). However, the problem of specifying the locations and sizes of
design elements usually involves constraints with respect to element attributes, such as area, aspect ratio and reading-order.
Automating attribute conditional graphic layouts remains a complex and unsolved problem. In this paper, we introduce
Attribute-conditioned Layout GAN to incorporate the attributes of design elements for graphic layout generation by forcing both the
generator and the discriminator to meet attribute conditions. Due to the complexity of graphic designs, we further propose an element
dropout method to make the discriminator look at partial lists of elements and learn their local patterns. In addition, we introduce
various loss designs following different design principles for layout optimization. We demonstrate that the proposed method can
synthesize graphic layouts conditioned on different element attributes. It can also adjust well-designed layouts to new sizes while
retaining elements’ original reading-orders. The effectiveness of our method is validated through a user study.
Index Terms—Generative adversarial networks, graphic design, attribute.
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1 INTRODUCTION
G RAPHIC design is very important in creating multimedia. Ithas a wide range of applications in areas including advertise-
ment, books and websites, among many others. Good designs that
are visually pleasing while clearly delivering information, highly
rely on the expertise of experienced designers. Designers often
need to create the same design in different sizes or retarget existing
designs to new sizes to fit in various display resolutions, for
example, from websites to mobile phone screens, which requires
a great deal of human labor and intelligence. Automation tools for
creating designs in desired sizes would assist designers and reduce
design cycle time significantly.
The first step to render real designs is to generate graphic
layouts by specifying locations and sizes of design elements.
Conventional machine learning techniques, such as Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) [1], [2] have been used to generate
natural-looking digital images in pixel space [3], [4], [5], [6].
However, these methods are not suitable for synthesizing graphic
designs which are not pixels but layouts of editable design ele-
ments. Recently, LayoutGAN [7] has been proposed to directly
generate geometric parameters of graphic elements instead of
image pixels from random variables. It demonstrates the feasibility
of generating parameterized graphic layouts with neural networks,
but it is incapable of doing practical tasks such as automatic
graphic design and retargeting when specific user data is pro-
vided. Such user data includes specific design elements and their
corresponding content-based attributes. These attributes introduce
additional spatial constraints to be obeyed when generating the
layout. In this paper, we introduce three important attributes: 1)
Expected area of elements with respect to the page size needs to
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Fig. 1: We present a model for automating attribute-conditioned
graphic designs by incorporating different attributes such as area,
aspect ratio and reading-order of given design elements.
be preserved. Distorted sizes will affect either the readability or
the aesthetics. 2) Aspect ratio of specific elements are supposed
to be retained, e.g. logos. 3) Reading-order or spatial distribution
of elements should be preserved. For example, logos often appear
on top, value propositions (headlines or images) in the middle
and call-to-actions on the bottom for skyscraper banner ads. How
to incorporate these attributes into automatic layout generation
remains an open problem.
In this paper, we propose an attribute-conditioned layout GAN
with user data, by incorporating elements’ content-based attributes
as conditions for automating graphic design. As shown in Figure 1,
we assume a set of graphic elements along with their content-
based attributes are provided as input. We introduce attribute
conditions to both the generator and the discriminator of our
GAN model. Specifically, we do this by directly supplying the
generator with attendant attributes of each element to generate
attribute conditioned layouts. Instead of directly feeding attributes
to the discriminator, we introduce an additional decoder branch
to reconstruct the input attributes [8]. For training the proposed
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2GAN model, we use the wireframe rendering layer similar to
LayoutGAN [7] that rasterizes all parameterized elements into
wireframe images. In addition to feeding all the elements to the
discriminator to learn their global patterns, we also introduce a
novel element dropout strategy which randomly removes some
of the generated elements and feeds them to the discriminator.
As there lacks global layout information delivered by a complete
set of elements, the discriminator is forced to exploit local cues,
such as alignment and non-overlapping of the remaining elements
to better learn local patterns. We further propose several hand-
crafted loss functions following different design principles, such
as non-overlapping, alignment and preservation of reading-orders
to facilitate model optimization.
We apply our model to synthesize attribute conditional graphic
layouts of different aspect ratios and retarget existing layouts to
new sizes while preserving elements’ reading-orders. For evalua-
tion, we automatically generate a number of graphic designs, and
compare the generated results with those produced by template-
based methods, novice designers and professional designers.
Experimental comparisons show that our automatic designs are
better than those produced by template-based methods and novice
designers, and sometimes comparable to professional designs.
To sum up, this paper comprises the following contributions:
1) A conditional generator that synthesizes attribute conditional
structured data for layout design. 2) A conditional discriminator
with element dropout that exploits and learns both global and local
layout patterns. 3) Several hand-crafted loss functions based on
various design principles for layout optimization.
2 RELATED WORK
Automatic layout generation is a major point of interest in the
field of graphic design [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. Harrington et
al. [14] suggest an energy function to measure the aesthetics of a
layout. Morcilllo et al. [15] create graphic designs by maximizing
design quality through cost functions to meet specific design
constraints. Similarly, O’Donovan et al. [16] propose an energy-
based model derived from design principles to create layouts,
and further develop an interactive tool [17]. Pang et al. [18]
present a web design interaction allowing designers to direct user
attention using visual flow on web designs. Swearngin et al. [19]
provide an interactive system that automatically infers a vector
representation of screenshots and helps designers reuse or redraw
design elements. Li et al. [7] apply generative adversarial networks
to generate a set of relational graphic elements for layout design.
Previous methods have used attribute information for design tasks
with other graphic elements, such as fonts [20]. There are also
works for 3D layout synthesis [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26].
Designs are now displayed on an increasingly large variety
of devices and platforms, and hence, adjusting existing graphic
layouts to new sizes has attracted much attention recently. Kumar
et al. [27] transfer design and content between web pages by
capturing structural relationships among elements and balancing
local and global concerns through optimization. Baluja et al. [28]
propose to retarget by segmenting a web page into coherent re-
gions. Cho et al. [29] learn an attention map which leads to a pixel-
wise mapping from source to target grid for image retargeting [30].
No previous work has applied generative adversarial networks to
adjusting layouts to new sizes.
3 ATTRIBUTE-CONDITIONED LAYOUT GAN
3.1 Design Representation
Instead of generating pixel-level images as a layout representation,
the model synthesizes a graphic layout comprised of a set of N
design elements represented as {(p1,θ1), · · · ,(pN ,θN)}, where
p is a vector of the class label and θ =
[
θ 1, ...,θm
]
denotes a
set of m geometric parameters that can be in various forms for
different graphic layouts [7]. We assume an element is a rectangle,
or bounding box represented by its normalized center coordinates,
width and height, i.e., θ =
[
xC,yC,w,h
]
, which is very common in
various graphic designs.
3.2 Attribute Description
A good professional design, as exampled in Figure 2a, is built on
a layout in which all design elements are arranged in proper sizes
and locations according to their content-based attributes such as
area, aspect ratio and reading-order.
3.2.1 Expected Area
The size of a design element in the layout usually highly depends
on its content. For example, for a text element, the area of the
generated bounding box should match with the text length, so
that the target text can be rendered into the generated region with
proper font size to ensure readability and aesthetic soundness.
Otherwise, as shown in Figure 2b, generating a small bounding
box (in yellow) for a large amount of text would make the
rendered text too small, thus ruining a design. The expected area,
determined by elements’ content, is thus an essential attribute to
be considered for layout design.
3.2.2 Aspect Ratio
For an image element, the aspect ratio of the generated bounding
box is supposed to be fixed. Given a generated bounding box of
an arbitrary aspect ratio, current methods mostly fit the image
into the generated region either via cropping or via warping.
However, cropping the content could result in information loss and
the warped content may result in unwanted geometric distortion,
shown as the red bounding box in Figure 2c. The aspect ratio of
(a) Professional design. (b) Variation of area.
(c) Variation of aspect ratio. (d) Variation of reading-order.
Fig. 2: Attributes to be preserved for design elements.
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refines the embedded features for each element. The refined features are then decoded back to geometric parameters to assemble
layouts. The discriminator takes generated structured data as input and renders all elements and a random partial list of them into two
wireframe images, upon which two CNNs learn to capture both global and local behaviours of elements respectively. The discriminator
is further tasked for attribute reconstruction to enhance discrimination.
the image element is thus a necessary attribute to be preserved in
the output layout.
3.2.3 Reading-order
For a good design layout, information is presented smoothly
based on the reading-order of design elements, as shown in
Figure 2a. In contrast, a layout with disordered elements would not
convey information as clearly, as depicted in Figure 2d. We use
simple heuristics by following the left-to-right and top-to-down
observation order commonly used in banner ads. In particular, we
first compute the distance to the layout origin, i.e., the upper-left
corner of the layout canvas, for element i as di =
√
xLi
2
+ yTi
2,
where (xLi ,y
T
i ) denotes the upper-left coordinates of the predicted
bounding box. Then we sort the computed distance for all elements
in ascending order, and take the sorted order of element i as its
reading-order oi. Such reading-order is supposed to be retained
when adjusting an existing layout to new sizes. It should be taken
as an additional attribute when needed.
3.3 Attribute Conditioning
We introduce element attributes in both the generator and the
discriminator built upon LayoutGAN [7] for layout design.
3.3.1 Generator Architecture
As illustrated in Figure 3, the generator takes as input a lay-
out z = {(p1,θ1,a1), · · · ,(pN ,θN ,aN)} consisting of N initial
graphic elements, each of which is represented by a pre-defined
class label p (one hot vector), randomly sampled geometric
parameters θ, and expected element attributes a. The generator
learns to capture and adjust the relations among all elements
jointly through the relation module (implemented as self-attention
in Wang et al. [31]). It does so by embedding the feature of each
graphic element as a function of its relations with all the other
elements in the design, and outputs p and contextually refined
θ′ to assemble graphic layoutsG(z) = {(p1,θ′1), · · · ,(pN ,θ′N )}
similar as real ones x. Differently from LayoutGAN, we further
incorporate an attribute vector a as input conditions to generate
attribute conditional layouts. In our task, ai = [si,ri,di] represents
the expected area, aspect ratio and reading-order of element i,
which determines the sizes and relative locations of the generated
bounding box. Here, ri equals the expected aspect ratio (bounding
box height divided by width) if element i is supposed to be
ratio-fixed, and 0 otherwise. Denote h′i and w′i as the height and
width of the bounding box originally predicted by the generator,
respectively. To strictly obey the aspect ratio constraint introduced
by ri, the final output bounding box height hˆ′i can be computed
with:
hˆ′i = 1[ri = 0]h
′
i+ riw
′
i, (1)
where the Iverson bracket indicator function 1[ri = 0] equals 1 if
ri = 0, and 0 otherwise.
3.3.2 Discriminator Architecture
The discriminator renders synthesized structured data into wire-
frame images using a differentiable wireframe rendering layer [7],
and learns to differentiate between synthesized and real layouts
by capturing the relations among elements using CNNs from
the visual domain. To discriminate attribute conditional layouts,
we further task the discriminator for attribute reconstruction by
introducing an additional decoder (implemented as fully con-
nected layers) as inspired by Odena et al. [8]. As element-wise
information has been lost during wireframe rendering, we force
the discriminator to reconstruct class-wise attribute information
instead, i.e., the total area for each element type in the input layout.
Specifically, the total area for element type c can be computed
with: Sc =∑Ni=1 pi,csi, where pi,c is the class probability on element
4type c for element i. As a result, the discriminator outputs both a
probability of the input belonging to real layouts, and an estimated
area distribution over all element types.
3.4 Element-Dropout Wireframe Rendering
We adopt CNNs to better capture visual properties of an layout
by rasterizing graphic elements to 2D wireframe images. To
demonstrate this, we consider rasterizing a design comprised of
N elements parameterized as {(p1,θ1), ...,(pN ,θN )} to a multi-
channel output image I of dimension W ×H ×M, where each
channel corresponds to one of M element types, and W and
H denote the width and height of the layout canvas in pixels
respectively. Each design element can be rendered into its own
grayscale image Fθ(x,y) of dimension W ×H, as detailed in Li
et al. [7]. The class activation vector for pixel (x,y) on I can be
computed with:
I(x,y,c) = max
i∈[1...N]
pi,cFθi(x,y). (2)
The wireframe discriminator mainly perceives global patterns
of all elements. However, local behaviours such as alignment
and non-overlapping are also important for a good design. To
better capture those local rules, we further introduce element
dropout strategy by randomly removing some input elements
during the rendering process. Denote r as a N-dimension vector
of independent Bernoulli random variables, each of which has a
probability b of being 1. This vector is sampled and multiplied
with the rendered grayscale image Fθ (x,y) to produce another
rendered image I′:
ri ∼ Bernoulli(b), (3)
I′(x,y,c) = max
i∈[1...N]
ri pi,cFθi(x,y). (4)
Figure 3 depicts the architecture of the discriminator, which
consists of both a global and a local branch. The global branch
renders all input elements to wireframe images and uses CNNs
to measure and optimize global patterns. Meanwhile, the local
branch randomly removes some elements during rendering and
adopts additional CNNs to focus on local patterns by looking at
partial lists of elements. The discriminator is thus able to well
capture both the global and the local layout patterns.
3.5 Discriminator Optimization
Denote DΘa and DΘ′a as the global and the local branch with
parameter Θa and Θ′a respectively, and GΘg as the generator
with parameter Θg . The objective function of the discriminator
consists of two terms. One is the log-likelihood for the input of
being real layouts:
La =− logDΘa(x)− log(1−DΘa(GΘg(z)))
− logDΘ′a(x)− log(1−DΘ′a(GΘg(z))).
(5)
The other one is the L1 distance between the predicted and the real
area distribution over all element types:
Lr =
M
∑
c=1
∣∣Sc−S′c∣∣ , (6)
where Sc and S′c represent the real and the predicted area for ele-
ment type c respectively. The discriminator is trained to minimize
La+wrLr , where wr is a preset loss weight.
3.6 Generator Optimization
We introduce several losses based on different design principles
for layout optimization.
3.6.1 Adversarial Loss
The quality of the layout depends, among other things, on overall
composition on the page (e.g., use of positive and negative space,
balance, etc). Manually designing losses to optimize such patterns
is not trivial, and may lead a very complex energy function to
optimize. We thus adopt adversarial training to learn target design
patterns from real data automatically. Taking the generated layout
as input, the discriminator predicts its probability of belonging to
a real layout by assessing both the global and the local behaviours
of design elements. Trying to fool the discriminator produces an
adversarial loss Ladv, which encourages the generator to synthesize
layouts similar as real ones:
Ladv =− logDΘa(GΘg(z))− logDΘ′a(GΘg(z)). (7)
3.6.2 Margin Area Loss
We control the area of the generated bounding box for different
elements by feeding their expected area attributes to the generator.
We denote si and s′i as the input expected area and the area of
the predicted bounding box for element i respectively. si and s′i
are expected to be close in value, while remaining some degree of
flexibility to better balance different design principles for layout
optimization. We thus introduce a margin area loss:
Larea =
N
∑
i=1
k
( |s′i− si|
si
−α
)
, (8)
where k(x) = max(0,x) (implemented as ReLU activation), and
α ≥ 0 is a preset parameter to control the allowable relative area
difference, which is set as 0.3 in our experiments.
3.6.3 Overlapping Loss
Well-designed layouts typically avoid overlapping elements. We
offer an overlapping loss to penalize overlapping between any
element pairs:
Lover =
N
∑
i=1
∑
∀ j 6=i
si∩ s j
si
, (9)
where si ∩ s j denotes the overlapping area between element i and
j.
3.6.4 Alignment Loss
The alignment of design elements is crucial to how viewers
perceive a layout. Adjacent elements are usually in six possible
alignment types: Left, X-center, Right, Top, Y-center and Bottom
aligned. Denote θ = (xL,yT ,xC,yC,xR,yB) as the top-left, center
and bottom-right coordinates of the predicted bounding box, we
encourage pairwise alignment among elements by introducing an
alignment loss:
Lalg =
N
∑
i=1
min
(
g(∆xLi ), g(∆xCi ), g(∆x
R
i ),
g(∆yTi ), g(∆yCi ), g(∆y
B
i )
)
, (10)
where g(x) =−log(1− x), and ∆x∗i (∗= L,C,R) is computed as:
∆x∗i = min∀ j 6=i
∣∣x∗i − x∗j ∣∣ . (11)
∆y∗i (∗= T,C,B) can be computed similarly.
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3.6.5 Order Loss
The reading-order of elements is expected to be retained when
adjusting an existing layout to new sizes. Following the left-
to-right and top-to-down observation order commonly used in
banner ads, a design element closer to the layout origin, i.e., the
upper-left corner of the layout canvas, is expected to have a prior
reading-order. As defined in Section 3.2.3, denote oi as the pre-
defined reading-order of element i and di as its distance to the
layout origin. If element i has a prior reading-order compared
to element j, i.e., oi < o j, the former is supposed to be closer
to the layout origin than the latter accordingly, i.e., di < d j. We
thus introduce an order loss to penalize any element pairs whose
relative distances to the layout origin are against their pre-defined
reading-orders during layout adjustment:
Lord =
N
∑
i=1
N
∑
j=1
1[oi < o j]k(di−d j), (12)
where k(x) = max(0,x). 1[oi < o j] equals 1 when oi < o j, and 0
otherwise.
The final objective function is a weighted sum of all the losses
above, whose weights are set as 0.6, 4.0, 8.0, 20.0 and 20.0
respectively in our experiments. We found the model is not very
sensitive to different settings of these weights.
4 APPLICATIONS
A possible application of our model is in designing advertise-
ments. Given a number of design elements of different types
such as the logo, product image, headline, button, offer and
disclaimer, the task of advertisement design is to specify the
locations and sizes of different elements to form a well-organized
layout. Figure 4 illustrates our overall pipeline for automatic
advertisement design, which consists of three basic steps: image
location sampling, attribute-conditioned layout generation and
layout grouping and ranking. We further illustrate how to adjust
existing layouts to new sizes by incorporating additional reading-
order constraints.
Image Location Sampling Advertisement designs always use
the product image as a starting point. Its location and size could
greatly determine the layout style, and are thus supposed to be
specified as design prior so that other elements can be arranged
appropriately. To this end, the geometric parameters of the product
image can be given as input conditions, while those for other
element types are randomly sampled from a Gaussian distribution
and to be refined accordingly to assemble a reasonable layout.
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Fig. 5: Visualizing layout features using t-SNE. Given a set of
design elements, the model generates a number of layouts with
different patterns, which can be grouped into clusters based on
the feature similarity. The representative layout for each clustered
group is displayed nearby.
Specifically, the width and height of the output bounding box for a
given product image is computed from its expected area and aspect
ratio. As for center coordinates, we apply grid sampling to obtain
a number of candidate locations uniformly distributed inside the
layout canvas, at which the product image can be accommodated.
Attribute-conditioned Layout Generation The layout arrange-
ment of different design elements would highly depend on their
content-based attributes. For text elements such as headlines,
buttons, offers and disclaimers, the expected area determined by
the text length is an essential condition for generating bounding
boxes of proper scale so that text can be rendered with appropriate
font size. For image elements such as logos, the aspect ratio is
supposed to be preserved, and thus should be taken as an addi-
tional input attribute. Given the above content-based attributes, the
model produces a number of layouts based on different sampled
locations for the product image. We trained three models for
generating layouts of different aspect ratios, i.e., portrait, square
and landscape.
Grouping and Ranking A concrete automatic design system
should be able to assess the quality of different generated layouts
for recommendation. Given a number of generated layouts, we
first feed them into the trained discriminator and extract features
from the last convolutional layer. We visualize the features for
different layouts using t-SNE [32]. As shown in Figure 5, presence
of clusters can be clearly found, which provides evidence that
there exist similar patterns among different generated layouts. We
thus divide all generated layouts into groups based on the feature
similarity using k-means clustering, and assess the quality of each
generated layout using the following cost function:
E = ωadvLadv+ωoverLover +ωalgLalg, (13)
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TABLE 1: Spatial analysis of layouts from different models.
Methods Overlap Alignment
Without element dropout 0.68 0.09
With element dropout 0.39 0.08
Element dropout + overlapping loss 0.09 0.08
Element dropout + alignment loss 0.36 0.04
Element dropout + both losses 0.08 0.04
Professional layouts 0.00 0.04
where ωadv, ωover and ωalg denote the weights for the adversarial,
overlapping and alignment loss terms mentioned in Section 3.6
respectively. These weights are set as the same values as used for
model optimization. Finally, we rank layouts in each clustered
group according to their computed cost values in descending
order, and output the first-ranked layout in each group as the
recommended result.
Graphic Layout Adjustment As designs are usually presented
in various displays, we sometimes need to adjust existing gen-
erated layouts to new sizes and aspect ratios while retaining
elements’ reading-orders. Though size free, the layout generation
pipeline can only produce layouts of certain aspect ratios. We
thus further train another generative model for layout adjustment
by including reading-order as additional input attributes and by
applying the order loss in Section 3.6.5 to retain such information
in the adjusted layouts. In addition, we set the location of the
product image to be predictable without input prior to better
meet the reading-order constraint. For inference, given a generated
layout to be adjusted, we first extract elements’ attributes and
apply transformation to the aspect ratio of the logo and the product
image according to the source and the target layout canvas size.
Then, we feed the transformed attributes to the trained layout
adjustment model to generate intermediate layouts, which are
further resized to the target canvas size as final adjustment results.
5 EXPERIMENTS
The implementation is based on TensorFlow [33]. The network
parameters are initialized from zero-mean Gaussian with stan-
dard deviation of 0.02. All network parameters are optimized
TABLE 2: Comparisons of using different dropout probabilities.
Probability Overlap Alignment
b = 0.25 0.13 0.05
b = 0.50 0.08 0.04
b = 0.75 0.09 0.04
b = 1.00 0.11 0.05
TABLE 3: Comparisons of using different attribute conditioning
methods.
Conditioning Overlap Alignment
wr = 0.0 0.10 0.05
wr = 0.5 0.08 0.04
wr = 1.0 0.12 0.04
Feeding 0.15 0.05
using Adam [34] with a fixed learning rate of 0.00001. In our
experiments, we focus on advertisement layouts with two to six
bounding boxes that may belong to six most frequent element
types appeared in real designs, as mentioned earlier. For design
data, we collect totally around 17,000 advertisement layouts
designed by professional designers, which are of three different
aspect ratios, i.e., portrait, square and landscape. We randomly
split these collected layouts into a training and a testing set and
extract elements attributes in each layout as design conditions.
5.1 Ablation Studies
We investigate the effectiveness of different model components.
5.1.1 Element Dropout Strategy
We incorporate a local branch with element dropout into the
discriminator to better capture local patterns of layouts. For
validation, we compare the proposed model with the model variant
without such local branch. Note that in this experiment, we do not
apply the overlapping and the alignment loss when optimizing
the above two models to purely compare discriminator behaviors.
The first two rows in Figure 6 provide some example layouts
7(a) Relative area difference. (b) Reading-order retention.
Fig. 7: Analysing the capability of preserving attributes.
generated by the above two models respectively. We also retrieve
similar professional layouts that best match the input elements’
attributes for reference, as shown in the last row. One can see
that the additional local branch with element dropout helps better
optimize elements’ pairwise relations, thus alleviating overlapping
and misalignment problems.
For quantitative evaluation of the generated layouts, we pro-
pose two metrics, overlapping and alignment index (the lower the
better), as formulated in Equation 9 and 10 respectively. The first
two rows in Table 1 provide quantitative comparisons of both
models. We also include metric values for professional layouts
in the last row for reference. They demonstrate that incorporating
element dropout achieves lower values in both metrics, validating
its superiority in optimizing local layout patterns. In addition,
we compare results of adopting different dropout probabilities,
referred to as b in Equation 3. Table 2 shows both metrics
achieve the lowest when b equals 0.5. We use such settings in
all experiments.
5.1.2 Hand-crafted Loss
Considering the complexity of layout patterns, we further intro-
duce hand-crafted losses, i.e., the overlapping and the alignment
loss for optimization. For validation, we compare the results from
model variants trained with only the adversarial loss, with only
the hand-crafted loss and with both loss terms. As depicted in
the second to fourth rows of Figure 6, optimized layouts by a
single adversarial loss suffer some degree of misalignment and
overlapping. While using only the hand-crafted loss leads to
degeneration. By combing both loss terms together, the model
produces satisfactory results.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from quantitative compar-
isons. As shown in the middle four rows of Table 1, introduc-
ing hand-crafted loss terms incrementally based on adversarial
training offers a consistent decrease in both metrics. To prove
that introducing the hand-crafted loss would not affect overall
layout balance, we further provide a supplementary metric to mea-
sure design symmetry in this experiment. Specifically, symmetric
balance is a common design principle for organizing elements
in conventional layouts. As the real layouts in our collected
data mostly contain horizontal symmetry, we adopt the balance
formulation inspired by O’Donovan et al. [16] to obtain symmetric
scores, which compute the fraction of pixels having symmetric
counterparts along the horizontal axis in the rendered layout.
Incorporating the hand-crafted loss improves the symmetric score
from 74.33% to 76.47%, which is closer to the score for collected
real layouts, i.e., 76.51%. This suggests that the proposed hand-
crafted loss would not affect global balance of layouts.
Fig. 8: Synthesized layout samples and corresponding rendered
designs of different aspect ratios.
Professional DesignerNovice Designer Our MethodTemplate-Based
Fig. 9: Comparisons of designs from different methods.
5.1.3 Attribute Reconstruction
We build the conditional discriminator by forcing it to reconstruct
attributes of input layouts. Table 3 provides quantitative compar-
isons of using different loss weights for the attribute reconstruction
task. All models with conditional discriminator (wr > 0) achieve
lower values in both metrics compared to the model variant with-
out performing attribute reconstruction (wr = 0). This suggests that
the conditional discriminator effectively leverages attribute infor-
mation through reconstruction, and thus improves discrimination
for attribute conditional layouts. In addition, a proper loss weight,
i.e., wr = 0.5, contributes to performance boost. Moreover, the
last row in Table 3 depicts that incorporating attributes through
reconstruction outperforms the alternative manner, i.e., simply
8Fig. 10: Comparisons of relative area difference.
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Fig. 11: Histograms of rankings for different methods.
feeding attribute information as discriminator input [3], which
further validates our design choice.
5.1.4 Attribute Preserving
To investigate the effectiveness of preserving input attributes, we
analyze the area and the reading-order of output elements to
compare them with input attributes based on the layout adjustment
task. Specifically, we compute the relative difference between
the generated bounding box area and the input expected area
for each element, and analyze the mean along with the standard
deviation of such area difference for each element type. As shown
in Figure 7a, the mean area difference for all element types falls
below the preset allowable threshold, i.e., α = 0.3 as described
in Section 3.6.2. To validate retention of the reading-order, we
analyze the proportion of generated layouts whose percentage
of design elements meeting the input reading-order constraint
exceeds specific thresholds. Figure 7b depicts that incorporating
the reading-order loss effectively preserves the input reading-order
and achieves higher proportion values consistently under different
thresholds compared to the model variant without using such loss.
The analysis of both area and reading-order retention demonstrates
that our model can effectively incorporate and preserve input
attributes to generate attribute conditional layouts.
5.2 Design Results
For qualitative results, we provide example generated layouts
and corresponding rendered advertisements of three aspect ratios
(portrait, square and landscape). As illustrated in Figure 8, our
method can well capture various layout patterns and generate aes-
thetically pleasing designs of different aspect ratios. In addition,
we introduce a template-based baseline for attribute-conditioned
TABLE 4: Average rankings for different methods.
Methods Ranks (Normal) Ranks (Professional)
Template-based 4.10 4.03
Novice Designer 3.58 3.78
Our Method 3.48 3.28
Professional Designer 2.66 2.35
With Reading-order
Without Reading-order
Energy-based
Fig. 12: Comparisons of retargets from different methods.
layout retrieval. Specifically, given a set of design elements, we
first construct a query vector similar as the generator input but
comprising only elements’ attributes. Then we compute the Cosine
similarity between the query vector and the vectors derived from
existing professional layouts in the training data, and retrieve the
most similar professional layout directly as output. The first and
the third column in Figure 9 provide results from the template-
based baseline and our method respectively. The retrieved layouts,
though derived from professional designs, poorly meet elements’
attribute conditions. As shown in the first two rows, mismatched
aspect ratio for logos would ruin a design. Figure 10 also provides
the area difference analysis as introduced in Section 5.1.4. Our
learning-based model can better meet the area constraint compared
to the template-based baseline. We further compare our generated
results with designs created by professional designers and those by
novice designers who lack much design experience and complete
designs by simply translating and scaling given elements. Figure 9
demonstrates that our results are generally better than or at least
as good as those produced by novice designers, and sometimes
comparable to professional designs.
For quantitative evaluation, we conduct a user study to subjec-
tively evaluate results from different methods mentioned above.
The user study involves two user groups, i.e., 22 normal users
with certain design background and 2 professional users with
rich design experience (different from designers creating the
professional designs to be evaluated). Specifically, we collect 20
sets of design elements and compare six design results for each set,
which are produced by our method, the template-based baseline,
professional designers and three novice designers, respectively.
A subject is asked to rank the given six designs in descending
order by following two criteria: 1) whether they are aesthetically
displeasing, 2) whether they can clearly convey information.
Figure 11 depicts the histogram of rankings for designs from
different methods and Table 4 provides computed average rankings
(the lower the better). One can see that the ranking results from
9TABLE 5: Comparisons of average inference time.
Methods Template-based Energy-based Our method
Average inference time (s) 0.32 ∼2400.00 0.69
the normal and the professional users are consistent. Concretely,
though not at the level of professional designs, our automatic
designs achieve better rankings compared to designs produced by
the template-based baseline and also those by novice designers.
This suggests that our generated designs are generally preferred
by participants.
We further adapt our method to adjusting existing layouts to
new sizes while retaining elements’ reading-orders. The first two
rows in Figure 12 provide retargets produced by our method and
the model variant without considering the reading-order constraint
respectively when given a specific design (middle in red) as
input. We also compare with results from the energy-based model
proposed by O’Donovan et al. [16], as shown in the third row. One
can see that our method can properly specify the locations and
sizes of different elements while retaining original reading-orders,
thus generating more appealing and adequate retargets compared
to the other two counterparts.
At last, we compare the average inference time of producing
an automatic graphic layout by using different methods, i.e., the
template-based baseline, the energy-based model [16] and our
method. As shown in Table 5, our method is greatly faster or at
least comparable in terms of speed compared to the alternatives,
while creating better designs.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel attribute-conditioned
layout GAN to synthesize graphic layouts by incorporating el-
ement attributes as conditions into both the generator and the
discriminator. In addition, we introduce a novel element dropout
strategy to enhance the capability of the discriminator in capturing
local patterns, as well as several hand-crafted loss designs to
facilitate layout optimization. We apply our model to generate
attribute-conditioned layouts and adjust existing ones to new
sizes. Experimental results well demonstrate the effectiveness
of our method. In this work, we define the reading-order by
simply following the left-to-right and top-to-down viewing order
commonly used in banner ads. However, for designs containing
many elements, defining the reading-order could be a complex
problem. Future work include determining more content-adaptive
reading-orders using theories such as visual attention and salience
for automatic graphic design.
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